
Low-cost 
option to lift 
your faculty’s 

teaching 
practice

Perfect for 
professional 

learning 
communities 
to share and 

discuss
Programme-

specific content 
at your fingertips 

eight times  
a year

Use the IB Webinar pass  
to boost your  
teaching practice!
One MYP pass enables your IB faculty to deepen 
their programme understanding, share new ideas 
and collaborate, and reach for greater student 
outcomes in their individual teaching practices.

9  Includes access  
for entire school for 
upcoming webinars and  
archives of past webinars.

9  This document describes 
the next 4 webinars. Check  
www.ibo.org/en/webinars 
to view other webinar 
topics as they are scheduled 
throughout the year.

WEBINAR PASS

JANUARY – JUNE 2017



MEET YOUR WEBINAR FACILITATORS
Lisa Nicholson is from Santa Cruz, California and has been working 

with the MYP since 1995 as a teacher of history, coordinator, 
administrator, trainer, and curriculum writer with the MYP global 
professional development department. She is passionate about 

kids, a believer in creating challenging inquiry environments 
that stimulate learning, and thinks that being a teacher is the 

best profession on earth. Currently she is working as the lead facilitator for 
HOS/IBC teacher support material development and has written many of the 
MYP workshops now on offer.

  

 
DATE / TIME (UTC) 
1ST EVENT

DATE / TIME (UTC) 
2ND EVENT DESCRIPTION FACILITATOR

APPROACHES TO LEARNING: 
SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS

Join MYP practitioners from around the world to make ATL self-management skills meaningful and 
visible in your classroom. Focus on developing learners who are self-motivated, goal-oriented and 
able to use metacognition to select appropriate personal learning strategies to suit their needs.

Self-management: Why, 
what and how

1-Feb-2017 /  
16:00

2-Feb-2017 /   
6:00

Explore all three MYP skill clusters from the ATL skill 
category called self-management: organization, affective, 
reflection. Learn how to teach explicitly the self-
management skills to help students become more efficient 
and effective learners.

Lisa Nicholson  

Affective skills: Emotions 
and positive thinking

1-Mar-2017 / 
16:00

2-Mar-2017 /   
6:00

Consider failure and its causes as part of the development 
of positive thinking strategies that help students to manage 
their own emotions and adapt to change. Learn how to 
develop students who are self-motivated and resilient.

Lisa Nicholson  

Organization skills: 
Set goals and learning 
preferences

5-Apr-2017 /  
16:00

6-Apr-2017 /   
6:00

Challenge yourself to look at organization through 
multiple intelligences and learning styles. Learn how to 
help students develop strategies for organizing complex 
information and setting realistic goals.

Lisa Nicholson  

Reflective skills: Efficient 
and effective learning

24-May-2017 /  
16:00

25-May-2017 /   
6:00

Support students in using reflection and metacognition to 
become life-long learners. Learn how to provide specific 
guidance to students in becoming more flexible, responsive 
and effective.

Lisa Nicholson  

UPCOMING WEBINARS

WWW.IBO.ORG/EN/WEBINARS

Explore these and other archived 
webinars at any time
  Making sense of categories and 

clusters: How to plan for approaches 
to learning

  Assessment of learning: Summative

  How to collaborate across teams to 
design interdisciplinary units of work


